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INTRODUCTION FROM CHAN HAMPE GALLERIES

Before we opened Chan Hampe Galleries in 2010, we imbedded into our gallery mission a 

commitment to Singapore’s artists and the developing Singaporean arts sector. To date we 

have exhibited over 100 artists, 70 percent of those have been Singaporeans. Chan Hampe 

Galleries has built a solid reputation for spotting emerging talent and creating platforms 
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Singapore today, Alvin Ong and Esmond Loh among them. 

Both artists have proven their technical abilities and consequently have been recognised 

by their industry peers. Being the youngest pair of winners of the UOB Painting of the Year 

stands as testament to their natural talents. As a result of their determination, ambition, and 
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As they continue to develop their unique perspective and appreciative audiences, continued 

critical and commercial success is certain to follow.
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unwavering support for arts and culture in the region through the UOB Painting of the Year, the 

longest-running art competition in Singapore. Please enjoy Passages featuring Alvin Ong and 

Esmond Loh.

Benjamin Milton Hampe

Chan Hampe Galleries
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ARTIST STATEMENT
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overdose, recalling the moment of separation, a nation born out of circumstance.
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The event always unfolds somewhere beyond the canvas, and we, the viewers are participants—

witnesses to this pregnant moment. This is my engagement with the tradition of history painting. 

I interrogate what more can be added to what has already been done. My paintings are never 
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various archival sources on canvas, improvising the composition as I go along.
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ALVIN ONG
(B. 1988, Singapore)
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in his painting practice as explorations of memory, loss and 

nostalgia. At the age of 16, he was the youngest winner of 
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solo exhibition in the presence of his excellency President S. 

R. Nathan at Jendala, Esplanade. He has since exhibited in 
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Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (2007), ARTSingapore: The 

Contemporary Asian Art Fair at Suntec City (2010), Altering 

Alvar Aalto (2010) at Asian Civilisations Musem, and Great 
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Museum. A former architecture student at National University 
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of Art, University of Oxford.
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2015 | Oil on canvas | 170 x 115cm 

Still Life 
by Jerrold Yam

After Alvin Ong’s “When we get to the other side” (2015)
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              of averted gazes

but away from ourselves, light 

ushered from an operating table 

to interrogate these specimens: schoolboys 

drowning in sleep, nameless 

professionals handcuffed by briefcases, 

a couple in languid embrace 

as if slowed 

              through formaldehyde,

whether out of choice 

or circumstance. This says: all we can do 
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and advertisements is beautiful,

our best can be everything 

but enough. On this table 

are sutured 

              pieces of ourselves, shadow

only light’s dormant cousin, 

sleeping and not sleeping, 

love and not love, not moving 

yet bringing us closer to home.



ARTIST STATEMENT
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void. I aimed to capture each individual in a particular moment which is lost forever to time 
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1980 election rally, the painting captures the energy and conviction of the man. Painted in 
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somewhat detached from reality, unaware of the passage of time. The self-portrait, Timeless 

(2015), which depicts a painter in the midst of contemplation, is a manifestation of this 

experience. Perhaps it can be seen as a conclusion to this series of paintings.

ESMOND LOH
(B. 1995, Singapore)
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in the process of exploring various painting styles and other 
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Detached  

2015 | Oil and Acrylic on canvas | 152 x 122cm 

Portraiture 
by Jerrold Yam

After Esmond Loh’s “Detached” (2015)
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under its veil of secrets: unread messages,
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To have weight on a shoulder, but not 

 

more than any boy can bear. To observe

the observer, his gaze drenching the world
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something in which you see yourself. 
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UOB Art Gallery 
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The exhibition is presented by UOB Art Gallery and organised by Chan Hampe Galleries.


